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DISCLAIMER
This document contains description of the HTML5Apps project work and findings.
The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content
to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a
whole nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation
and publication of this document hold any responsibility for actions that might occur as
a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The
content of this publication is the sole responsibility of the HTML5Apps consortium and
can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
The European Union is established in accordance
with the Treaty on European Union (Maastricht).
There are currently 27 Member States of the
Union. It is based on the European Communities
and the member states cooperation in the fields of
Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice
and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of
the European Union are the European Parliament,
the Council of Ministers, the European
Commission, the Court of Justice and the Court of
Auditors. (http://europa.eu.int/)

HTML5Apps is a project funded in part by the European Union.
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Abstract
This document summarizes the activities and results of the W3C Workshop on Web
Payments1, held in Paris, France on 24-25 March 2014 as part of the EU FP7 project
HTML5Apps2,. This workshop is part of WP2-Future Standards that investigates which
Web standards should be developed to close the gap between native applications and
HTML5 applications. During the two days event, the 100+ participants held discussions
regarding the challenge of Web payments from the perspectives of different
stakeholders (users, merchants, payment service providers, regulators, banks, etc.). The
key outcomes that are expanded in this document can be summarized as follow:
•

There is a general agreement that in the Web Payments area, the current statusquo is not working, cannot continue growing, and needs to be improved. Lots of
topics were covered including authentication, identity and security, establishing
trust online, interoperability of different payment solutions, the need to improve
user experience and user interaction approach for payments on the Web, or the
challenges for merchants to support multiple payment solutions.

•

There is a general agreement on the absolute need to have all actors of the
domain working together including banks, regulatory authorities, standardization
bodies, mobile operators, new payment providers, browser vendors, etc. Without
having the entire ecosystem represented, it is unlikely that any progress would
be made in this domain.

The participants clearly highlighted the very complex set of issues that need to be
solved to set up a level-playing field where competition and innovation could develop
further. However, there was a general agreement that trying to address all challenges at
once is likely to fail. In order to make progress and engage in a process to improve the
domain on the long term, it is essential to prioritize and identify low-hanging fruits that
can have an impact in the short-term and support further work by all actors.
This document provides details on the audience, the organization of the sessions, the list
of key outcomes, and the possible next steps for standardization within W3C.

1
2

http://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/
http://html5apps-project.eu/
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Introduction

This document summarizes the activities and results of the W3C Workshop on Web
Payments3, held in Paris, France on 24-25 March 2014 as part of the EU FP7 project
HTML5Apps4. This workshop is part of WP2-Future Standards that investigates which
Web standards should be developed to close the gap between native applications and
HTML5 applications. The topic has been identified as essential within the scope of
HTML4Apps for 2 major reasons:
• Payments and business models are key successes of application stores,
• The lack of interoperability between the huge varieties of payment systems as
well as the security and identity issues prevent easy monetization of content on
the Web, and on all mobile devices.
WP2 has therefore the objective to make an important step toward easing payments on
the Web and on mobile. As a first step, the workshop described in this deliverable had
the objectives to:
• Bring all stakeholders in the domain around the table,
• Evaluate the potential role of W3C in developing standards in this area,
• Identify the areas where standards are needed, and prioritize them.

3
4

http://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/
http://html5apps-project.eu/
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Objectives

The theme of Web Payments has been selected as one of the central topics for WP2 and
for a workshop because it is today one of the major critical challenges that HTML5
application developers are facing compared to native applications. Indeed, the vast
majority of application stores (Apple App Store, Android Market, etc.) have built-in
functionalities for payments, providing a seamless experience for users. After the initial
configuration, that offers in most countries the choice of direct carrier billing or credit
card information entry, the users can buy transparently applications on the store, and/or
buy elements and options within a given application (in-app payment). On the contrary,
there is currently no standard for handling payments for HTML5 apps. As a result, it is
difficult for HTML5App developers today to monetize their work, particularly on
mobile devices.
One of the expected impacts of HTML5Apps is to launch the development of a stack of
recommendations that will standardize money transfer, proof-of-purchase, escrow, etc.
Such a set of standards will not only helps bridging the gap between native and HTML5
applications, but would also create the conditions for innovations related to electronic
payments. Indeed, numerous new payment systems have emerged over time. Pure online players such as Paypal have been joined by more recent innovative companies, such
as Dwolla, or new crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin. Now, even the millions of
underprivileged people in rural regions of the developing world, who were excluded
from the traditional banking systems, have access to electronic payment systems on
their mobile phone (mobile money).
Unfortunately, the lack of interoperability between all these systems is creating major
issues for all the actors of the ecosystem. Merchants have to support a growing set of
payment alternatives, and each new option requires specific development. Users have to
manage multiple accounts on multiple payment systems, and ensure that each account
has the required funds, etc. New innovative payment system providers (PSP) have to
convince users and merchants to integrate their new solution, making it harder to see
their solution adopted, and preventing innovation from small players.
The possible future new stack of standards in this area has the aim to solve these issues.
However, to be successful, such an initiative must gather all stakeholders of the
ecosystem, and adopt a clear roadmap, focusing first on “quick wins” to leverage
participation and adoption by the different communities. The workshop has the aim to
be the first step in this direction, bringing together representatives from all stakeholders
and identifying specific area(s) for standardization and agreements that could ease
payments for merchants, ease payments for customers, and enable new payment system
providers to emerge and innovate.
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Main Points of Discussions

Each Section below summarizes briefly the content of each workshop session.
3.1

Overview of Current and Future Payment Ecosystems

In this session, six panelists representing different type of stakeholders presented their
solutions and their views on the current and future payments solutions and ecosystem.
Different points of view, challenges and opportunities were presented covering the case
of digital currencies (Ven), the case of non-bank payments, the need for standards, in
particular in the way to invoke payments from the markup, the difference between Web
and non-Web payments, the requirements from the poorest 2.5B people who do not
have access to payments services and the importance of international remittances and
associated costs.
The discussions then developed around a few topics such as P2P transfer and the role of
regulations, particularly for cross-border exchanges; completion of one single payment
transaction with multiple sources of funds and payments systems; the selection of
payment solutions based on the speed of money transfer; the importance of the user
experience and integration of different payment systems within the same interface on
the Web; the importance of identity vs. anonymity.
3.2

Towards an Ideal Web Payment Experience

This session was focused on exploring use cases for Web payments, analyzing issues
and associated questions, identifying requirements for user experience, user interaction
and user interface design related to Web payments.
The session had four presenters that gave their views on the need of (or lack thereof)
specific approaches to Web payments, where standardization was needed or not needed.
The core points were related to identify the need for core payment primitives in Web
technologies.
The discussion developed around whether or not to develop a standardized user
interface, and whether this would improve the user experience or constrain it. The
discussions highlighted numerous pros and cons on this approach debating whether
payments should be considered like any Web application design, or if a user should be
able to recognize a secure payment process through the UI. A few discussions centred
on the concept of trusted UI. Some commenters highlighted also the importance of
providing ideal experience to both customers but also merchants, and the need to have a
homogeneous way to support multiple payment solutions. Virtual wallet might be a way
to support this abstraction. Finally, a few discussions developed around “tokenizations”
and the importance of standardizing tokens to ease transactions, as well as standardizing
digital receipts.
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Back End: Banks, Regulation, and Future Clearing

This session was focused on the back-end of payments, i.e. what is happening behind
the scene and in particular the role of regulations and the role of banks.
The session had three core presenters and two panellists. The presenters provided
different points of view related to traditional bank networks and the ISO20022 protocol,
new networks and ways of exchanging money within e.g. Ripple Network and new
crypto currencies. Some of the presenters also pointed the need for new payment
solutions to be part of national regulations related to anti-money-laundering and related
aspects.
The discussion developed around the role of the banks versus a more decentralized
approaches, the current evolution of crypto currencies within countries’ regulations, the
options to improve credit card information entering through auto-complete requests.
We were told that banks are seeking ways to reduce the costs for servicing personal
accounts as these contribute 25% of revenue, but 33% of costs. One trend is the
increasing use of direct debit transfers to settle bills due to the lower overheads
compared with card-based payments. At the same time, card payments are under
pressure, e.g. action by the European Commission’s DG Competition. It was noted that
non-banking solutions offer greater risk for users as they have lower consumer
protection under current regulation.
3.4

Enhancing the Customer and Merchant Experience

The objective of this session was to highlight the possible shape of an online payment
architecture that could fit well with both consumers and merchants’ requirements. The
session started with a principal speaker that presented the challenges of electronic
payments from the merchants’ perspective. Following this, four panellists presented
complementary views on topics such as multi-currency payments, how to abstract
payment options and allow users to use his/her preferred solution, how to create an
architecture covering trusted parties, and finally what are the requirements for those
living with only few dollars a day in remote parts of developing countries.
The discussion developed around the same themes in particular how to negotiate
payment solutions between merchants and customers, the role of intermediaries, and
how to build a network of trusted parties.
3.5

Front End: Wallets - Initiating Payment and Digital Receipts

The objective of this session was to focus specifically on the front-end and the overall
flow to initiate a payment transaction on the customer side in a B2C transaction. The
session had a principal speaker that highlighted the possible places for standardization
in an architecture integrating a wallet as a way to support multiple payments solutions.
Then, the five panellists then presented complementary views on the topic, including a
more detailed prototype of a wallet implementation, the requirements for a more general
adoption of such wallets in terms of support of payment schemes, cross-device
portability, user interface, etc., the existing implementations and impact of mobile
money platforms in the developing world and the opportunity to transform mobile
D2.1 HTML5Apps Workshop Report
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money in an online payment option, and finally the privacy concerns related to
information managed between merchants and payment system providers.
Then the core discussion focused on wallets, the type of wallets, the need for them,
where to have them (on device, in the cloud, in future other objects as part of IoT etc.),
and the options to manage P2P transactions. The discussions also covered the notion of
authentication linked to wallets: can the authentication be delegated to the wallet
provider? Would payment system provider be happy and would accept to delegate
authentication? Can authentication be on the device? Using which identifier (IMEI,
mobile number, biometrics, etc.)?
The majority of accepted workshop papers (57%) mentioned wallets, so this is clearly a
topic of considerable interest. Further discussions in later sessions raised the potential
for smart wallets that could examine a range of payment solutions to identify the one
best matching the user’s needs. This could involve looking at options that would be too
complex for users other than financial experts.
Another topic relating to wallets that was raised in the discussions is the potential for
supporting loyalty schemes, e.g. loyalty cards, prepaid vouchers and discount coupons.
There was also mention of the potential for third party value added services for wallets,
e.g. analysing spending patterns, and offering advices.
3.6

Identity, Security, and Privacy

This session had seven panellists who covered different options for authentication and
identity, and presented the different challenges that exist and some potential ways to
address them. Two of the speakers presented some standardized technologies at IETF
and W3C, other presented their own solutions.
Discussions focussed on the concept of one single identity vs. multiple identities based
on usage (professional identity, personal, etc.), who should keep the identity
information and how to implement identity in decentralized network, how to link
authentication, identity and payment transactions, how to link reputation and identities,
how to ensure privacy while using identity, the need to decouple trust, security, privacy,
and traceability.
A recurring theme was establishing trust with people that you have never met. Many of
the workshop talks touched upon this using the term "know you customer" or KYC. It
is not enough to disclose personal information, as there needs to be evidence to back it
up, e.g. an attestation by a mutually trusted third party.
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Major Points of Agreement/Disagreement

The workshop discussions highlighted four key points:
•

There is a general agreement that in the Web Payments area, the current statusquo is not working, cannot continue growing, and needs to be improved. Lots of
challenges were covered including authentication, identity and security,
establishing trust online, interoperability of different payment solutions, the need
to improve user experience and user interaction approach for payments on the
Web, or the challenges for merchants to support multiple payment solutions.

•

There is a general agreement on the absolute need to have all actors of the
domain working together including banks, regulatory authorities, standardization
bodies, mobile operators, new payment providers, browser vendors etc. Without
having the entire ecosystem represented, it is unlikely that any progress would
impact the domain.

•

While talking about Web payments, different actors have different scenarios in
mind. At least four scenarios were identified:
o A customer using a Web-connected device like e.g. a mobile phone or a
tablet to pay at a physical shop, and retrieving physical goods.
o A customer using a physical payment instrument (e.g. a credit card) on a
Web-connected terminal of payment at the shop to retrieve physical
goods.
o A customer using a Web-connected device to complete a Web-checkout
at an online shop (buying digital goods or physical goods).
o A customer using a physical payment instrument to complete a Web
checkout at an online shop (buying digital goods or physical goods).
Each scenario is very different, and presents different requirements, different
needs in terms of technologies, and require potentially different architectures.
However, there was a general agreement among participants that the distinction
between Web and non-Web payments is no longer relevant today. The
identification of different scenarios may therefore be important, along with the
need to identify different building blocks and primitives required to address the
domain at large, but a global architecture is likely the best option.

•

The domain of payments is very complex, and it covers many themes such as
identity and authentication, payment abstraction and wallet, digital receipts,
payment requests and “tokenizations”, user interaction and initiation of payment
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session, browser-based API, cross-device payments, new payments schemes
such as coupons and loyalty cards, multi-currency support, etc. It is essential to
design an architecture in which all these dimensions can fit together, while
addressed separately to ensure scalability and progress on short term. It is
unlikely that an end-to-end approach to payments on the Web could allow all
players to compete at different entry points, and would create a level playing
field for the industry. It is therefore essential to consider a modular architecture,
and identify the area(s) where standardizations would help different players to
interoperate.
The four points above clearly highlight the very complex set of issues that need to be
solved to set up a level-playing field where competition and innovation could develop
further. However, there was a general agreement that trying to address all challenges at
once is likely to fail given the time that would be required. In order to make progress
and engage in a process to improve the domain on the long term, it is essential to
prioritize and identify low-hanging fruits that can have an impact in the short-term and
support further work by all actors. There was a general agreement among participants in
the wrap-up session that the right strategy to adopt in the near future should be
structured around 2 directions:
•

Tactical work: Identify, among all the work items discussed during the event,
those that are likely to be in the scope of existing W3C Working groups, and
ensure that these groups will cover and take into account the use cases,
specificities and requirements of payments. This concerns at least the WebApps,
SysApps, WebCrypto, NFC Working Groups and perhaps some others. Within
these groups, it would be possible to start now to work on making the Web a
better platform for payments.

•

Strategical work: There was general agreement to also create a new W3C group
(Interest Group or Business Group) to be in charge of the strategy and the
roadmap of Web Payments. The role of this group would be to collect use cases
and requirements, identify low hanging-fruits and launch a new technical
working group(s) on e.g. key topics identified during the event such as payment
requests, digital receipts and a minimal wallet API.

The post-workshop work will focus on implementing these work items.
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Conclusions Reached

Numerous participants communicated their excitement related to the event, the lack of
neutral forum to discuss all these issues and the potential role of W3C to fill the gap in
this domain. It is therefore essential to leverage the momentum created by the event.
In the next few weeks, W3C is going to engage further discussions with all the players
that participated in the event and that are not yet (for the most part of them) W3C
members to identify the most appropriate instrument and format for the strategic group,
work on the charter and recruit participants to ensure that all stakeholders are
represented, in particular those who didn’t attend the event and that are major players
such as Visa, Mastercard or American Express.
We will also identify and promote existing groups with newcomers to W3C, and
promote web payments use-cases in existing groups.
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Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodology used to organize the event, based on the
experience W3C has acquired in the past 20 years in organizing standardization
workshops.
6.1
Schedule
The organization of such events, with highly selective participation (100 attendants),
requires preliminary work starting at least 4 months before the event. The organization
therefore started at the very beginning of the project. The first 8-10 weeks were
dedicated to:
•

Finding a host on the targeted location, that would be able to drive the logistics
aspect locally. The W3C French office in Paris drove the local logistics, and
secured the venue at Palais Brogniart, the former French stock exchange
location,
• Setting up a program committee that would work on the Call For Participation,
• Setting-up a dedicated Web site for the event,
• Announcing the Call for Participation (CfP).
Then the second phase of the organization focuses on the dissemination and outreach of
the CfP to attract as many relevant contributions as possible.
Finally, the program committee members reviewed all the expression of interests and
position papers. Speakers were also selected and the agenda was built. After the event,
minutes were published after feedback and validation from all the participants.
6.2
Program Committee
Given the objective of gathering people from different communities, the program
committee has to represent this diversity. For these reasons, we targeted people from
banking industry (e.g. banks, Payments Unit of the EU DG Competition, European
Payment Council, international banking associations such as Swift, etc.), the electronic
payment industry (payment service providers, payment standardization bodies,
providers of payment terminals, international experts, etc.), representatives from
merchants’ organizations, representatives from the Web industry (browser vendors,
mobile operators, etc.), and academics.
The Program Committee has multiple roles:
•
•
•

Reviewing the Call for Participation,
Advertising the event in their network of contacts,
Reviewing submitted papers (at least 3 reviews per paper) and building the
agenda for the event.

The selected program committee was:
D2.1 HTML5Apps Workshop Report
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Erik Anderson, Bloomberg
Daniel Austin, PayPal
Evan Schwartz, Ripple Labs
Stan Stalnaker, Hub Culture
Manu Sporny, Digital Bazaar / PaySwarm
David Birch, Consult Hyperion
Hervé Bourdon, consultant
Michel Leger, Ingenico
Virginie Galindo, Gemalto
Prakash Hariramani, Google
Jörg Heuer, Deutsche Telekom
Charles McCathie Nevile, Yandex
Bryan Sullivan, AT&T
Natasha Rooney, GSMA
David Ezell, NACS
Martin Hepp, Universität der Bundeswehr München
Kris Ketels, SWIFT
Connie Theien, US Federal Reserve
Steve Bratt, GS1
Stéphane Boyera, W3C
Dave Raggett, W3C
Lucy Lynch, ISOC
6.3
Call for Participation
The Call for Participation5 was released on December 6, 2013. It is attached in
Appendix 3.
6.4
Dissemination and Outreach
In order to advertise the event to the largest possible audience, and to attract interesting
submissions, we defined specific strategies to outreach to targeted communities:
•
•
•

5

The HTML5 Apps project distributed a press release6 (in French) to both launch
the project and mention the payments workshop on January 27, 2014.
The W3C distributed another press release 7specifically addressing the topic of
the CfP, on January 28, 2014.
Each Program Committee member had the task to disseminate the information in
his network through email, blog posts, etc.

http://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/ http://www.w3.org/blog/news/archives/3466

6

http://html5appsproject.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/html5apps-cp-27jan14.pdf
7
http://www.w3.org/2014/01/payments.html.en
D2.1 HTML5Apps Workshop Report
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During each of the dissemination events we participated in (conference, talks),
we advertised the event.
We used both the W3C and the HTML5Apps Web sites to announce the event
on the respective home pages.
A specific identity for the workshop was designed to represent the essence of the
event and attract attention on web and printing materials

Figure 1: W3C Workshop Web&Payment Web site banner

All these actions were successful and attracted the submission of 33 position papers and
68 expressions of interests. Expressions of interest describe in few paragraphs the
interest of the applicant organization in the event and its potential contribution.
Expressions of interest are mandatory for those who want to attend, in order to support
the program committee selection of participants. Position papers are longer
contributions (4 to 6 pages) that provide inputs to the discussion. Position papers are
mandatory for those who want to present at the event, and they support the development
of the agenda by the program committee.
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Submissions and Agenda

As mentioned in the previous section, there were 33 papers submitted and 68
expressions of interest. Seven expressions of interest were rejected due to the limitation
of the room (100 seats, each organization being able to send two delegates). The
program committee selected 21 papers for presentation. Among the submitted and
selected papers, two of them were proposed by the W3C Staff as part of HTML5Apps
project and potential future standards. One was authored by Dave Raggett, titled “The
role of Web standards for enabling a level playing field for payment solutions” and the
other by Stephane Boyera, titled “Standardizing client-side API for Web payments?”.
Both papers are available in Appendix 1. All the papers are published online8 as well as
all accepted expressions of interest9.
The workshop participants met for two days in Paris on March 24 and 25. The agenda
consisted of six substantive sessions, plus an opening and closing session. The opening
session had a keynote speaker, Alexander Gee, Deputy Head of the Payments Unit for
the European Commission's DG Competition.
Each session had the same format:
• 1 introductory speaker provided an overview of the topic in 15 minutes.
• 4-8 panelists exchanged during 15-30 minutes to offer seed ideas for discussion
with the audience.
• The remaining 75-90 minutes were dedicated to exploratory discussions with the
audience to discover areas where W3C could be effective (potential
standardization initiatives).
Each session had a moderator and a scribe. The 6 sessions were:
• Overview of Current and Future Payment Ecosystems
• Toward an Ideal Web Payment Experience
• Back End: Banks, Regulation, and Future Clearing
• Enhancing the Customer and Merchant Experience
• Front End: Wallets - Initiating Payment and Digital Receipts
• Identity, Security, and Privacy
The workshop was co-chaired by Daniel Appelquist (Telefonica) and Jean-Claude
Barbezange (Worldline).
The full agenda is available online10 as well as the raw minutes: See March 24 minutes11
and March 25 minutes12. Each session is summarized in the Section 3 of this document
that also details the output of the event.

8

https://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/papers/
https://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/eoi.html
10
http://www.w3.org/2013/10/payments/agenda
11
http://www.w3.org/2014/03/24-w3cpayment-minutes.html
12
http://www.w3.org/2014/03/25-w3cpayment-minutes.html
9
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Audience

There were a total of 101 registered participants (see Appendix 2). The audience
background was very diverse:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bank Industry
Payment Service Providers
Virtual Currencies provider
Financial Institutions
Mobile industry
Browser Vendors
Payment Standardization Bodies
Merchants associations
Academics

The audience was deliberately limited, and only a selection of the applicants was
allowed to join the event in order to have participative discussions.
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Appendix 1: HTML5Apps Staff Position papers
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Standardizing client-side API for Web payments?
1

Author: Stéphane Boyera (boyera@w3.org), W3C

Introduction
Payment is an essential element of trade and commerce, and the explosion of e-commerce in the last
two decades on the Web was made possible thanks to the remote payment facilities offered by
network such as Visa, MasterCard or American Express. Beyond this “traditional” method of
payments, numerous new payment systems have emerged over time. Pure on-line players such as
Paypal have been joined by more recent innovations, such as Dwolla, or new crypto-currencies such
as Bitcoin. This phenomenon has developed further and at higher speed with the rise of the mobile
platform all over the world, with e.g. options such as direct carrier billing or app-store payments.
Now even the millions of underprivileged people in rural regions of the developing world, who were
excluded from the traditional banking systems, have access to electronic payment systems on their
mobile phone (mobile money).
Unfortunately, the lack of interoperability between all these systems is creating major troubles for all
the actors of the ecosystem. Merchants have to support a growing set of payment alternatives, and
each new option requires specific development. Users have to manage multiple accounts on multiple
payment systems, and ensure that each account has the required funds, etc. New innovative
payment system providers (PSP) have to convince users and merchants to integrate their new
solution, making it harder to see their solution adopted, and preventing innovation from small
players. How can we change this situation and reach a point where merchants could author their
payment pages once for all current and future payment systems, users could use whatever payments
options they have access to, and new payment system providers emerge and be quickly usable on all
ecommerce sites?
One key objective of this workshop is to identify specific area(s) for standardization and agreements
between all players in the ecosystem that could ease payments for merchants, ease payments for
customers, and enable new payment system providers to emerge and innovate.
This paper has the objective to identify potential areas for standardization in the domain of
ecommerce and payments on the Web. It does not take into account use-cases related to in-store epayments and related topics.

Challenges and Opportunities
The current situation and the evolution regarding payment systems on the Web are far from being
optimal. Indeed, as more systems are blossoming in different regions of the world, the market is
getting more and more fragmented. It is now almost impossible for a given merchant to offer all
payments solutions. This situation leads now to an increasing number of missed opportunities for
actors of the ecosystem.

1
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From the merchants’ perspective, it is impossible to support all payment solutions, and to have an
account and a specific payment page for 20 or 50 payment solutions. The result of this situation is
that lots of business opportunities are missed due to people not being able to pay. Such a situation is
particularly visible in developing regions, where people do not have access to traditional banks and
credit cards, but do have mobile money subscriptions. As of today, they are not able to use this
solution to buy anything on the Web, outside the very few local companies that implemented this
option.
Related to this issue, merchants are in most cases offering credit card payment as the de facto option
available to all. Apart from all the security issues related to current credit card payments, such
methods, given the transaction fees, are inappropriate for micro-payments, leading again to missed
opportunities for selling small items such as a press article.
From the users’ perspective, the issues are very similar to the ones mentioned for merchants: users
sometimes cannot buy what they want due to non-support by the merchant of the payment solution
they have access to. They cannot also buy very small articles at very low cost. The second major issue
is security. The current model of payments requires a very high level of trust from the user to the
merchant. In most cases, you give to the merchant your own credit card information, and trust that,
first, the merchant is honest, and, second, he is storing your details in a secure way. The recent
stories in the news2 are highlighting the growing risk with such approaches, and the inability for users
to know whether a given merchant is at risk or not.
From the PSP perspective, the current situation is also problematic, because innovations face a very
high adoption barrier. Numbers of innovations are now showing-up, like direct carrier billing, loyalty
programs, coupon-based payments, crypto-currencies, mobile money etc., but the uptake of these
payment solutions is very slow due to the effort required from the user and merchant perspective to
add these payment solutions and trust them.
For the Web as a whole, the lack of unified payment mechanism is also a weakness compared to
mobile native applications that are already offering an integrated approach in application stores.
Working towards a unified approach is critical to ensure that HTML5 offers a competitive alternative
to native apps.
It is therefore clear that it is time to solve the challenges, and to have an ecosystem approach where
all actors work together to create a level playing field that will be beneficial to all. Given the
importance of mobile platforms, the emergence of developing regions and their specificities with
regards to e.g. mobile money, the emergence of dozens of new payment solutions all over the world,
now is the time to work towards an overall model and a set of standards that will ease transactions
on the Web, and leverage innovation by PSP.
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Vision
Our long-term vision is a world where:
•

•

•

A web developer will be able to develop a generic payment page template for any merchant:
o Being agnostic on the set of payment solutions the merchant that will use this
template will support
o Being agnostic on the set of payment solutions the customers of the merchant will
use to pay
A merchant could use a generic payment template and add a set of payment solutions he
supports, being agnostic on the set of payment solutions his customers will use. The
merchant should be able to add and remove payment solutions very easily without changing
their site(s).
A user could install a set of payment solutions on his device/browser, and pay with them. A
user should be able to install and remove payment solutions at any time.

In terms of process, a schematic application flow would look like this:
•

•

•

3

When a user is ready to pay a merchant, he should be presented a set of payment options
that is the merchant-compatible subset of all his installed payment solutions. Each payment
solution may have its own individual extra-cost.
When the selection is made by the user, he should then “be transferred”3 to the PSP. The
PSP will receive a set of information from the merchant and the user. The exact details of
the information provided by the merchant to the PSP might be largely PSP-specific, but at
least the protocol for exchanging information as well as the generic description of the
request (at least item description, price, currency) needs to be standardized. The
authentication and all related matters should be managed between the PSP and the user,
and does not need to be standardized. It could be part of a separate independent
standardization initiative4.
When the interaction between the PSP and the user is completed, the PSP returns results to
both the merchants (merchants’ server) and the user’s UA.

« Transferred » in this context can have different meaning depending on the payment solution. E.g. a native
app is launched, an iframe opens an URI at the payment system provider site, a secure frame is open, etc.
4
It is essential to manage authentication separately. Today each and every PSP has its own requirements on
authentication and identities, uses different mechanism such as second factor authentication or mobile
SIMcard authentication etc. While authentication and identities are critical topics for the Web in general, and
have a larger scope than just in the case of payments, it is critical to ensure that standardization in the payment
domain is not bound to finalization and acceptance of standards in authentication and identities that may takes
long time.

Figure 1: Basic payment Architecture

The figure 1 represents the most basic version of the architecture. It can clearly be extended with
e.g. (cloud-based) intermediaries that will help the selection. It is also possible in the future to
consider more advanced PSP selection mechanism that is not based on 1-to1 matching.
It is important to note that this model does not mention, on purpose, issues related to cross-border
trade challenges, tax and local regulations and all related topics. This is currently addressed (or not)
by merchant sites before reaching the final payment stage. There is surely a need to address these
issues in a global way, but this can be discussed separately, in the same way as authentication and
identities can be decoupled from the application flow. It is essential to separate the space of
standardization challenges in small independent elements to ensure quick progress.
The case currency conversion falls in the same approach. In a simplistic way, it is possible to consider
that currencies conversion between what the merchant requests and what the user has access to
could be a function of the PSP. It is the easiest model. A more complex one would be to have
multiple currencies offered by the merchants through his PSP and have a selection/matching engine
that is able to identify the possible options. This topic, while important given the international nature
of the Web, should be considered as a future work item.

How far are we from the vision?
The model described in the previous section is not very new and already used by many PSP. For
instance, all the in-app payment solutions we studied (e.g. google wallet, the Mozilla mozPay API,
iOS) are using a model that is similar. Other PSP are also moving towards the same direction, e.g.
PayPal and its recent release of a restful API that could be used client-side. It is interesting to note
that among all PSP, Mozilla mozPay is the first and only one offering a way to manage multiple PSP.
The steps for PSP selection are included in mozPay, while it is not in all other cases.
Looking into more details, each solution differs at different places:
1. Token formats and content: what the different fields in the token, how it is signed, how the
request is described etc. Here to make quick progress, it would be critical to explore a

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

standardized format for the token globally and the description of the request, but allowing
each PSP to add all the fields they want. E.g. illustrated in figure 1 stage 3, the request info
should surely be commonly defined between PSP, but the merchant info (including
application information) while standardized in the envelop of the info, may be specific to
each PSP.
Client-side API: today almost all APIs have the same functionalities, but using different names
for functions. It should be relatively easy to reach agreement on the client-side API.
Installation of Payment solutions by users: this probably one of the points that need more
work. Today, as only mozPay has started to explore a possible way for this feature, it would
be important to find more solutions that would fit all PSP and accepted/implemented by
browser vendors.
PSP matching between merchants and users and user selection mechanism. Like for the
previous point, no real work has happen yet on this feature. Protocols for negotiations are
always tricky, and in this case, it is easy to add complexity such as e.g. ensuring that user PSP
have enough credit etc. In order to make quick progress, it would be important perhaps to
adopt very basic policy such as 1-to-1 matching (as e.g. illustrated in figure 1) as a first
option, before exploring further this item later.
Client-side PSP behavior: One of the key elements in the overall framework is how the UA
transfers the user from the merchant site to the PSP for authentication and validation. As of
today, two cases are usually implemented: some systems are launching a native app on the
device and some systems are redirecting users to the PSP web site using an iframe. How to
describe a PSP within the UA and the behavior of this PSP is related to the point 3. To make
quick progress, a first solution could be to limit options to a few set of alternatives that
would be agreeable by most players. However, how the authentication is completed should
let to each PSP (as illustrated with a black box in figure 1).
Protocol and Messaging between PSP and merchant server, and PSP and UA after completion
of the payment transaction between the user and the PSP. All PSP today have a way to notify
the results of the transaction to the merchant server and the UA (in the case of in-app, client
side PSP). Having a standardized messages and protocol would be critical to ensure
interoperability between PSP.

Given commonalities that exists with different systems, we believe that focusing a standardization
activity on the points mentioned above, with basic functionalities first particularly for point 3 (e.g.
starting with the user agent as the host for PSP installation) and 4 (like e.g. 1 to 1 matching) should
lead to important results on relatively short term, making a significant step forward in the domain.
Obviously, on longer term, it would be essential to enhance the overall architecture, and integrate
e.g. a more distributed model, where the installation of payment solutions by the users and the
merchants could be down at an intermediary level in the cloud.

Conclusion
The overall ecosystem of payments on the Web is very complex. It involves lots of building blocks
(protocols, messages, APIs, authentication, identity, etc.), and this complexity is a major barrier for
interoperability. This lack of interoperability and the growing number of PSP is an important threat
for the Web as a global market place. It is therefore essential to work, as soon as possible, towards a
set of standards that will be beneficial to all actors, and enable even further innovation in the
domain.

However, given the complexity of the architecture, standardizing and building consensus on each and
every block will be a long process. As a first step, it is critical to identify key bottlenecks, and quick
wins that could impact the domain in the very near future.
As of today, one area looks quite promising: client-side API. A standardized client-side API that would
support multiple PSP, a standardized messaging protocol and a minimal agreement on token
description would be a major step towards global interoperability. Such model will have multiple
benefits:
•
•
•

Each PSP can decide what a safe authentication is for them (SSL, mobile native apps,
SIMcard auth., etc.).
Each user can decide the PSP he trusts, and ensure that all his personal information is only
shared between him and his PSP
Each merchant can support very easily a growing number of PSP at very low-cost, addressing
the needs of all potential customers around the world.

Given the approach taken by many PSP today, an initiative around these items could deliver results
and impact in a very near future.
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